ASL designs products specifically for those who cannot access their environment through conventional means. Our products and designs are a direct result of the needs of those we serve. Our goal has always been independence and equal rights for those we work with.
SINGLE SWITCH SCANNER

**ASL 101**
Single Switch Scanner

**ASL 101AFM**
Single Switch Scanner with Auditory Feedback Modification

**ASL 101CM**
Single Switch Scanner with Communication Modification

**ASL 101JLM**
Single Switch Scanner with Jumbo LED Modification

SWITCH OPTIONS

**ASL 300**
Egg Switch

**ASL 314**
Ultra Light Switch

**ASL 204**
Non Adjustable Proximity Switch

**ASL 208**
Adjustable Proximity Switch

**ASL 205**
Mini Fiber Optic Switch

SWITCH MOUNTING OPTIONS

**ASL 611**
Armrest Switch Mounting Bracket

**ASL 913L**
Swing Away Headrest Switch Mounting Bracket (Left)

**ASL 913R**
Swing Away Headrest Switch Mounting Bracket (Right)

**ASL 618 FO**
Flexible Fiber Optic Switch Arm Rest Mount

**ASL 620**
Fiber Optic Mount

**ASL 913M** Specify L or R
Swing Away Flex Tube with Microlite

**REQUIRES:**
- MK6i
- SNP Digital Interface Box
- R-Net
- Input/Output Module or Omni Display
- Q-Logic
- Enhanced Display
- Curtis
- Enhanced Display
- Dynamic
- Four Switch Module with Power

Adaptive Switch Labs, Inc.
www.asl-inc.com
PH: 800-626-8698, FX: 830-798-6221
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